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Disclaimer and limitations
of guidance
BPCA staff are not Covid-19 experts,
and our guidance is created by
applying the UK Government’s
guidelines to the pest management
sector and further research into
the virus from organisations
such as the NHS and the World
Health Organisation (WHO).
This guide is not a replacement
for the guidance given by
medical professionals nor official
advice provided by the UK
Government on Covid-19.
You must always follow the latest
Government advice on Covid-19.
Ultimately, BPCA cannot tell you
what to do in every situation your
company will come across.
Pest management company
owners and senior managers will
ultimately be the ones to make the
decisions in any given business.
Your risk assessments and
risk mitigation measures will
be unique to your business,
processes and risk assessments.
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Introduction

The UK is currently experiencing a public
health emergency as we continue to
navigate the Covid-19 pandemic.
As responsible citizens and business
owners, we should all be doing our best to
minimise the risk of spreading Covid-19 and
prevent the NHS from being overwhelmed.
As pest management professionals, this can
be tricky. Our people have to visit multiple
sites in one day, putting them at a higher
risk of catching and spreading the virus.
With the easing of social and economic
lockdown measures, the UK Government
currently advises that many sectors including
hospitality, leisure, close contact services
(such as a pub or barbers/hairdresser) should
have a test and trace system in place.
This would normally involve collecting
details of people who use close contact
services and keeping the records for 21 days.
Currently, there is no requirement for
trades that go into homes and businesses
to have a test and trace system. However,
we believe it’s good practice to implement
a procedure to help stop the spread of the
virus, and protect your staff and clients.
This guidance document and
accompanying ‘Record of employee
movements’ template will help pest
management companies to implement a
test and trace system for their workplace
if they haven’t already done so.
Kind regards,

IAN ANDREW
BPCA Chief Executive
ian@bpca.org.uk
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About this document
This guidance has been made public,
meaning members of the British Pest Control
Association (BPCA) and non-members can
access our support. We have chosen to
release the guidance to everyone to help
the whole public health pest management
sector minimise the spread of Covid-19.

Advice

BPCA members are welcome to
talk to our Technical team, and
get bespoke advice and guidance
about Covid-19 or any other pest
management-based enquiry.
01332 294 288
enquiry@bpca.org.uk
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Monitor

Business owners and managers should regularly check that their
staff are not experiencing any Covid-19 symptoms.
This could simply be checking in once a week with staff, or
training staff on what to look out for and how to self-report.
The main symptoms of coronavirus are:
A high temperature
– this means you feel
hot to touch on your
chest or back (you do
not need to measure
your temperature).

A new,
continuous
cough –
this means
coughing
a lot for more than an
hour, or three or more
coughing episodes in
24 hours (if you usually
have a cough, it may
be worse than usual).

A loss or change
to your sense of
smell or taste
– this means
you’ve noticed
you cannot
smell or taste
anything, or
things smell or
taste different
to normal.

Most people with Covid-19 have at least one of these symptoms.
Source: nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/symptoms/

MONITOR

Regularly check that all of
your team are free from
Covid-19 symptoms

MONITOR-RECORD-TEST-DISCLOSE

Train
Weekly
staff
to
OR
check-in
self-report
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Record
Maintaining records

In the same way as a pub or barbers/
hairdresser will take your details when you
visit them, pest management companies
should consider a similar system.
We recommend you keep a list of all
the sites each particular pest professional
has visited.
Many pest management companies will
have these details stored anyway, as part of
their reporting systems. Keeping details of
where a pest professional has been and when
could be incredibly useful for public health
test and trace programmes.
We recommend that each public-facing
pest professional keeps a register of:
 The name of the staff member that visited
the site
 The site they visited – including address
 The date and time of the visit
 A contact name for that site – someone they
spoke to on the day of the visit
 A contact phone number for your client.
No additional data should be collected for
this purpose.
You can either collect this information in
advance or during the site visit with the
client (ensuring you both social distance
where possible).
At the end of this document there is a
template for a simple register that can be
issued to pest professionals - click here.
The template is only a guide and we
appreciate many companies will be able
to provide this information using their
normal records.

RECORD

Give all
technicians the
‘Record of
employee
movements’
template

Based on the incubation period for Covid-19,
the UK Government recommends that you
keep these records for 21 days.
All data collected should comply with the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
Some simple measures you can take to
comply with this legislation include:
 Inform your client why you’re keeping
this information
 Describe how the information might be
used (ie to report it to your government’s
test and trace service)
 If you already collect this information for
ordinary business purposes, you should
make clients aware that the data could be
shared in this way (this could be added on
to the bottom of your treatment report)
 While consent is not legally required to pass
on this information, we do recommend you
seek it from your client
 Data that you would not ordinarily collect as
part of your business must not be used for
other purposes (for example, marketing)
 You must ensure that individuals are able to
exercise their data protection rights, such as
the right of erasure or the right to
rectification (where applicable).

The Information Commissioner’s Office
has more guidance available regarding
GDPR ico.org.uk/for-organisations/

Employees
should fill in
their record
after every
site visit

Records should
be collected and
stored in one
place at the end
of each week

Records should be kept for 21 days
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Test

You should insist a member of your team has
a Covid-19 test if:
 They display any of the three main Covid-19
symptoms (see ‘Monitor’)
 If they are asked to by a health
professional, local council or government
test and trace scheme.
Ask them to leave work, stay at home
and not have visitors until they get the test
results – they should only leave their home
to have a test.
Anyone they live with must also stay at
home until they get their results.
You can book a test online at gov.uk/
get-coronavirus-test

When to self-isolate
The only reasons that you need to self-isolate are:
You have any
Covid-19 symptoms
(see ‘Monitor’).

You test
positive for
Covid-19.

You’re told to self-isolate by
a test and trace programme
or a health professional.

You live with someone
who has symptoms or
has tested positive.
You arrive in the UK
from a country with a
high Covid-19 risk.

You are not required to self-isolate if:

Testing positive for Covid-19

Your child’s class/bubble is sent home due to a suspected
case at school (if your child has no symptoms).

If your team member tests positive for
Covid-19 you should:
 Instruct them not to go to work or
carry out any jobs
 Encourage them to stay home and
self-isolate
 Prepare the staff member’s ‘Record of
employees movements’ for the last 21
days for your government’s tracing
system and make sure the employee
has a copy of this.

Someone in your place of work or one of your clients’
sites has a suspected or confirmed Covid-19 case,
but you do not have any symptoms (unless told to by
a health professional or a test and trace service).
You have been in the same space as someone
with suspected or confirmed Covid-19, but you do
not have any symptoms (unless told to by a health
professional or a test and trace service).
Even if you don’t have to self-isolate, you should consult and
update your risk assessment. You may need to do some extra
cleaning or avoid visiting a specific location for 72 hours to
reduce the risks.

TEST

Get a test if you...
...experience a
high temperature

...get a new,
continuous cough

...suffer a change to your
sense of smell or taste

...are told to by your council
or test and trace

Self-isolate until you get your results
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Disclose

England, Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland have different test
and trace programmes. However,
regardless of where you are in the UK,
you will normally be contacted by a
tracer if you receive a positive test.
You should be prepared to
share the details of your ‘Record
of employee movements’ with
the test and trace team.

Record of employee movements
Employee name:

CALUM Gilhooley

Date: 11 September 2020
Customer

Site address

Contact name

MEGAFOODS
LTD

THOmpson
ind est
Ba21 3by

nS
john eva

Carson
electrics

THOmpson
ind est
Ba21 3by

craig industrial water lane
diamonds
TA11 6Rf
oakley
storage

eers
st cl R
ta11 6Q

Contact phone

Arrival
time

Departure
time

07982
300871

09:10

10.00

joanne
carson

07413
832349

10.10

11.30

med
mohamara
bash

07730
626117

12:20

phil
anderson

07431
698334

14:10

12.50

16.45

More information on tracing
England

gov.uk/guidance/nhs-test-and-tracehow-it-works

Wales

gov.wales/test-trace-protect

Created by the British Pest Control Association (BPCA) to support
the pest management sector during Covid-19. For Covid-19
information regarding pest management visit bpca.org.uk/covid19

Scotland

nhsinform.scot/illnesses-andconditions/infections-and-poisoning/
coronavirus-covid-19/test-and-protect/
coronavirus-covid-19-contact-tracing

Northern Ireland

publichealth.hscni.net/covid-19coronavirus/testing-and-tracingcovid-19

DISCLOSE

You test positive
for Covid-19
OR

Give your
records to the
test and trace
service

Self-isolate as
directed by
the test and
trace team

You are
contacted by
test and trace
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Record of employee movements
Employee name:
Date:
Customer

Site address

Contact name

Created by the British Pest Control Association (BPCA) to support
the pest management sector during Covid-19. For Covid-19
information regarding pest management visit bpca.org.uk/covid19

Contact phone

Arrival
time

Departure
time

Further reading

BECOMING COVID-19 SECURE Guidance for pest management companies
bpca.org.uk/covidsecure

BECOMING PEST READY Guidance for reopening your business after Covid-19 lockdown
bpca.org.uk/pestready

BPCA Covid-19 guidance and advice page (updated regularly)
bpca.org.uk/covid19

Coronavirus (COVID-19) testing: guidance for employers and third-party healthcare providers
(Department of Health and Social Care)
gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-testing-guidance-for-employers/coronavirus-covid-19testing-guidance-for-employers-and-third-party-healthcare-providers

Maintaining records of staff, customers and visitors to support NHS Test and Trace
(Department of Health and Social Care)

gov.uk/guidance/maintaining-records-of-staff-customers-and-visitors-to-support-nhs-test-and-trace

England

gov.uk/coronavirus

Scotland

gov.scot/coronavirus

Wales

gov.wales/coronavirus

Northern Ireland

nidirect.gov.uk/campaigns/coronavirus-covid-19
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Monitor-record-test-disclose

MONITOR

RECORD

Regularly check that all of
your team are free from
Covid-19 symptoms

Give all
technicians the
‘Record of
employee
movements’
template

Train
Weekly
staff
to
OR
check-in
self-report

Employees
should fill in
their record
after every
site visit

Records should
be collected and
stored in one
place at the end
of each week

Records should be kept for 21 days

TEST

Get a test if you...
...experience a
high temperature

...get a new,
continuous cough

...suffer a change to your
sense of smell or taste

...are told to by your council
or contact tracing

Self-isolate until you get your results

DISCLOSE

You test positive
for Covid-19
OR

Give your
records to the
test and trace
service

Self-isolate as
directed by
the test and
trace team

You are
contacted by
track and trace
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Further support for BPCA members
ADVICE FOR PEST PROFESSIONALS

Should I go on a job during the Covid-19 pandemic?

The BPCA team has been hard at work
creating materials to keep you working safely
and protecting your clients during the
Covid-19 pandemic.
All members, as well as those companies
on the BPCA Probationary Scheme, have
access to:
 Back-to-work signage collection
 Cost-benefit analysis of postponing pest
control services template
 BPCA ‘pests in a pandemic’ client flyer
 Client communication Covid-19 policy
 Covid-19 toolbox talk template with
guidance
 Essential pest management work BPCA
sign for van
 BPCA letter of endorsement template for
member employees during Covid-19
 Client letter of endorsement template for
member employees during Covid-19
 Coronavirus (Covid-19) risk assessment
template
 Letter template to MPs - Designation of Pest
Management Professional as Key Worker
 Letter template for BPCA members
designating pest management
professionals key workers Covid-19.
Plus access to:
 Technical support
 Legal advice
 HR and business advice
 Health and safety advice.

Only essential contact should be
permitted during the Covid-19
pandemic. However, by its nature,
pest management is an essential
service; many businesses will choose to
continue to do routine visits and control
acute infestations.

PEST
MANAGEMENT
IS ESSENTIAL –
EVEN DURING
A PANDEMIC

Does the job need to be done
during the pandemic?

BPCA can’t tell you whether you should or
shouldn’t be doing a specific job. However, we’ve
developed a thought process you may choose to
follow or incorporate into a risk assessment
before you visit a site.
Each step encourages you to assess and mitigate
the risks to yourself and your clients as best you can.
The process should be followed before every job
and dealt with on a case-by-case basis.

NO

DO NOT VISIT but consider...
Will hygiene or proofing advice stop the
problem or at least keep the infestation
in check until it is safer to do a visit?

Is there a critical imminent threat to
public health if you don’t attend the site?
Is there a risk of food contamination
and therefore disease?

Can pest awareness training over the
phone or via video conference be sufficient
to protect a site for the short term?

Is the client distressed to the point that
their mental health is affected?

Can routine visits be missed if on-site
employees are trained to do basic monitoring?

YES

If you’re closing down your business during
the Covid 19 pandemic, pest management
services must continue.

Do I need to be on-site?

They contaminate food,
ruin stock, cause fires and
floods, plus impact on your
reputation. Pest management is as
critical now as it has ever been.

As BPCA Members, we have
proved ourselves to be highly
trained, qualified and audited
to the highest standards.

Proactive pest management is the
only way we can minimise the risks
that pests pose to public health and
safety, particularly in regard to the
contamination of our food supplies.

We can continue to provide
this essential service while
mitigating the risks posed by
Covid 19 wherever possible.

TO
HELP US

DO NOT VISIT but consider...

NO

Can your survey be done remotely with a
trusted employee already on-site?

Can any part of the work be done
remotely by video call?

Are your staff protected?

Have you asked your client if
their staff are well on-site?
Do they have the correct PPE
and handwashing facilities?
Are your staff health records up-to-date?
Do you know for certain the
technician isn’t in a high-risk group?

DO NOT VISIT but consider...

Are you and your staff up-to-date
with current government guidance
and can you demonstrate this?

If you or your client decide not to arrange a
visit, make sure any glue boards are removed
and any live capture traps are deactivated.

Have you sought advice from your
insurers and suppliers?

Always use pesticides in accordance
with the label requirement.

YES

CYCLE OF A MOUSE
LIFE
to maturity in
9 to 11.5

tion
concep
From

NO

Ultimately, it is a business decision for each
company (in consultation with the client)
to decide whether or not to visit a site. This
thought process is designed to get you to
think about the risks and migration methods,
but not to make the decisions for you.

If there is an active pest infestation
you may decide that it’s important
to carry out a treatment.

week
s

GESTATION

You can prevent infestations from
getting out of control during
this period if you continue with
your pest management services
where it’s safe to do so.

If you have any rodenticide in sites that have
a high risk of re-infestation (eg permanent
baiting strategy) label restrictions need to
be adhered to. If you have any concerns that
you may not be able to visit at minimum
legal frequencies, then it may be best
not to use rodenticides in these cases.

YES

Are there vulnerable people on-site? NO

Does pest infestation risk outweigh
the risk of spreading Covid-19?

.
HELP YOU

A client
should never
be encouraged
to interfere with
professional use
products such as
rodenticides or
insecticides.

Can you confirm infestations
of domestic properties with
photographs from the client?

Are you sure no-one is currently
self-isolating in the premises?

Rodents and flies can breed at an
alarming rate if left undetected.
Your pest management company
will spot early signs of any pests and
be able to take action to reduce the
likelihood of infestations occurring.

Rodents, flies and many other
pests carry and transmit diseases,
some of which can be fatal.

NO

YES

Pest control and management
remains critical to public health and
safety. We urge you to continue
with this service as long as its
reasonably practicable to do so.

If you are a BPCA member and need extra technical support, or
clarity on this thought process, please contact us and we’ll be
happy to talk it through with you. Contact technical@bpca.org.uk

Around 3 weeks

ADULTS

BE PROTECTED.
PROFESSIONALLY.

Mice typically
survive for less than a
year in the wild

Make sure your business will
be safe to re-open once we get
through this difficult time.

WEANING
Around 3 weeks

DEVELOPMENT
Maturity in 3 to 5.5 weeks
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Here to help

Contact BPCA for member support today.
01332 294 288
Interested in joining BPCA?
membership@bpca.org.uk

Tools for the
5% COVID-19
of sales goes
to NHS
SECURE
5% GOES TO
BPCA
has
partnered
with
pest managementStirland THE NHS.
Paterson
to provide members with
company

BPCA does not
make a profit
from the sale
of these items.

appropriate signage, which you can
order from the BPCA website.

Order directly from our print partner Stirland Paterson
or download the designs free from the BPCA member
area and print them yourself.
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Ask us about the option
to include your logo
in these designs.
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Covid-19 Secure posters – 11 messages
Printed 4 colours to one side only on 170gsm silk

Covid-19 Secure boards – 11 messages
Printed 4 colours to one side only on 5mm Foamex, drill holes top corners
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